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Michael DeGiorgio,4 Wladimir Galarza Ordóñez,5 J.J. Ortiz Aguilú,6 Fabricio González-Andrade,7,*

Alessandro Achilli,2,* and John Lindo1,8,*

SUMMARY

Most studies focusing on human high-altitude adaptation in the Andean highlands
have thus far been focused on Peruvian populations. We present high-coverage
whole genomes from Indigenous people living in the Ecuadorian highlands and
performmulti-method scans to detect positive natural selection.We identified re-
gions of the genome that show signals of strong selection to both cardiovascular
and hypoxia pathways, which are distinct from those uncovered in Peruvian pop-
ulations. However, the strongest signals of selection were related to regions of
the genome that are involved in immune function related to tuberculosis. Given
our estimated timing of this selection event, the Indigenous people of Ecuador
may have adapted to Mycobacterium tuberculosis thousands of years before
the arrival of Europeans. Furthermore, we detect a population collapse that coin-
cideswith the arrival of Europeans, which ismore severe than other regions of the
Andes, suggesting differing effects of contact across high-altitude populations.

INTRODUCTION

According to archeological evidence, people have inhabited the Andes region of South America for over

12,000 years, including areas encompassing parts of modern-day Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Chile. For

millennia, the Andes have been home to many complex and interconnected societies.1–3 After the arrival

of Europeans in the Andes, approximately 500 years before present (BP), Indigenous populations of the

region suffered severe population contractions as a result of warfare, slavery, cultural changes, and the

introduction of novel pathogens—notably, smallpox and influenza.3,4 In addition, European colonizers car-

ried strains of tuberculosis (TB) to the Americas. Genetic and bioarchaeological evidence suggest the

possible presence of other TB strains in the Americas long before contact.5–7 However, its prevalence

throughout South America before European contact is still not well understood.

Another poorly understood aspect of the Andes is the genetic underpinnings of high-altitude adaptation.

Relevant studies have thus far been focused on the Quechua and Aymara populations from Peru and

Bolivia, which represent most of the genetic research in this area of the world.8–10 Other high-altitude pop-

ulations, such as Tibetans and Ethiopians, exhibit population-specific alleles within genes involved with the

hypoxia inducible factor (HIF) and nitric oxide pathways.11,12 However, previous studies in high-altitude Pe-

ruvian and Bolivian populations generally lack strong evidence for selection on population-specific alleles

relating to the adaptation to hypoxic conditions in the Andean Highlands.8–10

Currently, genomic studies are lacking in collaboration with Indigenous peoples from Ecuador, including

those living in the Highlands. Here we aim to investigate the genetic underpinnings of hypoxia adaptation

by utilizing genomic data from two Indigenous Ecuadorian populations who are closely related. We report

the results of scans for positive selection using allele-frequency, haplotype-based, and admixture-aware

methods with whole genome sequence data from individuals of greater than 98% estimated Indigenous

ancestry from Ecuador. We find signatures of selection detected at loci related to hypoxia and cardiovas-

cular pathways, which differ from other populations in the Andean highlands. However, the strongest sig-

nals of selection were not associated with high-altitude. Instead, we find surprising evidence of selection on
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loci which may be linked to the immune response to TB, occurring thousands of years before the arrival of

Europeans and highlighting questions regarding the pre-contact prevalence of TB in the ancient Andes.

RESULTS

Demographic analyses

We sequenced high-coverage whole genomes from fifteen Indigenous individuals living in several Ecua-

dorian provinces from the high-altitude (above 2,500 m) Andean region (Figure 1A and Table S1). Seven

of the participants live in neighboring communities from the northern provinces of Ecuador, which include

Karanki, Kisapincha, Panzaleo, and Otavalo. Eight participants live in the Loja province in southern

Ecuador, including individuals from the Oñacapac and Gañil communities. Community engagement is

detailed under the STAR Methods and a detailed plan for the dissemination of the results is detailed in

Figure S2.

To facilitate an evolutionary comparison between the different populations, we first conducted demo-

graphic analyses and found that the two population groups (geographically separated, Figure 1A) have

a close ancestral relationship but remain distinct, despite being linguistically connected. We performed

principal components analysis, generated maximum likelihood trees, and examined population substruc-

ture via cluster analysis (Figure 1).13–15 Our cluster analysis revealed that the 15 high-altitude individuals

from Ecuador exhibit greater than 98% estimated Indigenous American ancestry (Figure 1E) and share their

own branch on the maximum likelihood tree, with the Quechua of Peru (also from the Andean highlands)

forming an adjacent branch (Figure 1C). For the ancestry cluster analyses, we also included high-coverage

ancient samples (Rio Uncallane) from Lake Titicaca (3,800m elevation), Peru, which date to�1800 years BP.3

Of interest, we find that the high-altitude Quechua populations share three ancestries, which include clus-

ters seen in the ancient Andeans (purple) and contemporary populations fromNorth and Central American

populations (predominantly blue with some teal). The Northern Kichwa population shares the contempo-

rary American ancestry clusters (predominantly teal with some blue), with a few individuals showing some of

the ancient Andean cluster (purple), whereas the populations from Loja do not exhibit as much of this

ancient ancestry. Combined with the maximum likelihood tree result, both the Ecuadorian highland pop-

ulations seem somewhat differentiated from the high-altitude Quechua. This is a surprising result given

their geographic proximity and their connection to the ancient empires of the region, including the Inca.

This ancestral distinction may possibly reflect limited gene flow and perhaps differing selection pressures.

Lastly, we investigated changes in effective population size in both Indigenous Populations using the pro-

gram Relate.16 We found evidence of a bottleneck that coincides with the first entry into the Americas

�20,000 years ago.17 We also found a population collapse approximately 500 years ago, which coincides

with the arrival of the Spanish to the Andean region.18 Both populations suffer a decline of approximately

80% after contact (Figure 1D). Although this level of collapse has been reported in other Indigenous pop-

ulations using genomic data,19 it is more severe than that reported for high-altitude populations close to

the Lake Titicaca region of Peru and Bolivia,3 suggesting different dynamics and consequences of Euro-

pean contact in the Andean highlands.16

Selection scans

After establishing the ancestral connection between the two populations, we performed a series of scans

for positive selection. We first considered any possible admixture that may have occurred between the

groups, which could yield false-positive signals.20 To accomplish this, we employed the Ohana Program,

which is a robust approach for detecting positive selection in the presence of admixture, because of its

incorporation of cluster analyses to determine the number of underlying ancestral populations.20 This

method predicted the genome-wide variance pattern of the two populations from Ecuador relative to out-

group populations (Figures 2A and 2B). If an allele in the Ecuadorian populations differed significantly from

this predicted simulation pattern (using a likelihood ratio test), then the allele was inferred to be under pu-

tative positive selection. One of the strongest signals from the scan of the Loja population was associated

with intergenic SNP near the ANXA1 gene, which has an allele frequency of 1.0 in the Loja population

(Table S3). This gene is important for triggering the cell death of TB-infected monocytes and generating

antigens against Mycobacterium tuberculosis for presentation to CD8+T-cells.21 Another top candidate

for selection is an intronic SNP on the ANO7 gene. Data from Chromatin immunoprecipitation followed

by massively parallel sequencing (ChIP-seq) assays indicate that this specific ANO7 SNP is a transcription

factor binding site for GATA-2, which is implicated in the HIF hypoxia response pathway.22,23 In the scan of
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the Kichwa population, among the top hits was an intronic polymorphism of the GALNT13 gene, which

binds HIF and is known to be upregulated under hypoxic conditions.24

Next, we utilized the phased dataset to scan for positive selection using tests which rely on extended

haplotype homozygosity (EHH).25–27 The guiding principle of EHH holds that, when comparing two or

more populations, the presence of longer haplotypes at a particular locus indicates positive selection,

Loja
Kichwa

A B

C D

E

Figure 1. Demographic analyses

(A) Map of population locations. populations.

(B) Principal components analysis showing first two principal components, including individuals from this study and

individuals from Europe, East Asia, and the Americas obtained from the SGDP dataset.

(C) Maximum likelihood trees generated by TreeMix showing ancestry relationships between Ecuadorian groups and

individuals in the SGDP dataset.

(D) Changes in effective population size. According to the model, both the Kichwa and Loja populations suffer a

population collapse that coincides with arrival of the Spanish to the Andean highlands.

(E) Visualization of cluster analysis at K = 6, which exhibited the lowest BIC value.
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because those regions of the genome have not been broken down by recombination. Thus, the genomes

obtained from these Indigenous populations are ideal for use with haplotype-based selection scans

because these populations are relatively closely related, meaning that significant differences in haplotype

length are likely because of recent positive selection (see Figure 1B for PCA plot comparing individuals

from the present study to individuals from the Simons Genome Diversity Project (SGDP) dataset28).

We performed an integrated haplotype score (iHS) test, which detects signals of positive selection by uti-

lizing a standardized log ratio of the integrals of observed decay of EHH in a focal population—the Kichwa

individuals in the present study (Figure 2C).25,27,29 Among the top candidates for selection within the high-

altitude individuals is an intronic SNP on the FBLN1 gene, which codes for a protein important for allowing

hemostasis to occur, a critical process involving the coagulation of blood that is greatly affected by hypoxic

conditions.30,31 Top candidate SNPs for positive selection also include an intergenic SNP near the EGLN3

A

B

C

D

E

F

Figure 2. Selection scans highlighting the strongest signals of positive selection

Ohana selscan Manhattan plot and histogram of the allele distribution of the corresponding likelihood ratio (lle ratio) for

the Kichwa (A) and Loja (B). iHSManhattan plot and histogram of the allele distribution at the corresponding-log10(pvalue)

for the Kichwa (C) and the Loja (D). Manhattan plot of the log composite likelihood ratio (L) from the saltiLASSI program

and histogram of the allele distribution at the corresponding L for the Kichwa (E) and the Loja (F).
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gene, which codes for an important regular stability of the HIFs in response to hypoxia.32 However, it should

be noted that this particular EGLN3 SNP, unlike the EGLN1 polymorphism characteristic of Tibetan pop-

ulations, has yet to be characterized in the functional genomics literature, though the EGLN3 gene was

recently identified as being under selection in highland populations in Peru.11,33 Furthermore, an intergenic

SNP near the ANAPC7 gene with significant probability of being under positive selection is a known tran-

scription factor binding site for GATA-2, which has been implicated in the HIF hypoxia response

pathway.22,23 Also among the top hits were genes implicated in immune and anti-TB response pathways.

These included intergenic SNP near the TRPS1 gene, which, according to data from ChIP-seq, is a binding

site for the CEBPB transcription factor, implicated in the early anti-TB response via its role in the expansion

of macrophages.22,34 In addition, an intergenic polymorphism near in the CD44 gene was among the top

candidates for positive selection. CD44 codes for a well-known cell adhesion molecule involved in immune

signaling, which has recently also been shown to serve as an important cell surface binding site forM. tuber-

culosis bacteria on macrophages.35CD44 was recently identified as being under selection in highland pop-

ulations in Peru.33 Top hits also included intronic SNPs on the ADGRE1 gene, an important and well-known

marker of macrophages and the FCRL4 gene, which codes for an immunoglobulin receptor important to

the function of memory B-cells.36–38 Furthermore, an intergenic polymorphism found to be under signifi-

cant probability of positive selection located near the KCNA3 gene, a regulator of antigen specificity in

memory T-cells, is an eQTL for the CD53 gene. CD53 is important for activating and sustaining adaptive

immunity through the course of bacterial and viral infections.39–41

We also performed the same iHS test for the Loja population, which yielded an intergenic SNP near the

SLC8A1 gene, also a binding site for the CEBPB transcription factor (Figure 2D).25,29,34 The SLC8A1

gene was recently identified as being under strong positive selection in highland populations in Peru.33

An additional top candidate for positive selection was an intergenic SNP near the CXCL12 gene, which co-

des for a chemokine known to be upregulated in severe TB infections that include pleurisy, the severe

inflammation of thin layers which cover the lungs.42 Relating to high-altitude, the top hit from this iHS

scan was an intergenic SNP near theHAND1 gene, which is a transcription factor regulated by hypoxic con-

ditions.43 When upregulated, it has been shown to have a protective effect against myocardial ischemia,

which is the reduction in the heart muscle’s ability to pump blood efficiently. It is an integral part of the reg-

ulatory connection between environmental oxygen levels and oxygen availability in the blood.

Furthermore, we conducted additional haplotype-based selection scans with the saltiLASSI, method,

which uses a composite likelihood ratio test statistic that detects signals of positive selection based on

the spatial distribution of the distortions of haplotype frequency spectra across a chromosome.44 In partic-

ular, saltiLASSI has been shown to have high power to detect both hard and soft sweeps from positive

selection of recent to moderate age. Applying saltiLASSI to the Kichwa analysis group, one of the regions

identified with a high likelihood ratio score and evidence of being an outlier (Figure 2E), and thus likely un-

der positive selection, is a polymorphism on the PDE11A gene. According to results from ChIP-seq assays,

this SNP is a binding site for the CEBPB transcription factor, implicated in the early anti-TB response via its

role in the proliferation of macrophages.22,34 In the Loja analysis group, we found that an intergenic SNP

near the BRINP3 gene was likely under positive selection (Figure 2F). This gene has been previously iden-

tified in Andean Aymara populations in Bolivia as a candidate for adaptation to hypoxic conditions through

adaptations of the cardiovascular system, rather than the HIF response pathway; however, this particular

SNP was not identified in previous studies.8 The SNPs representing approximately the top 1% for all scans

are detailed in the Data S1 spreadsheet.

To better understand the timing and strength of selection on the alleles described above, we employed

the CLUES approximate likelihood method that allows for detecting the allele trajectory, timing of selec-

tion, and selection strength.45 We found evidence that alleles associated with genes thought to be

involved in TB resistance, particularly the PDE11A (identified in the Kichwa analysis group) and

SLC8A1 (identified in the Loja analysis group) genes, underwent strong positive selection (Figure 3

and Table S4 and Figure S5). Furthermore, the allele frequency trajectories indicate that these im-

mune-related alleles increased within the population many generations before the arrival of Europeans.

Both the PDE11A and SLC8A1 SNP trajectories began rapidly increasing �3000 BP, and this period

roughly corresponds with the transition from small hunter-gatherer groups to larger agricultural soci-

eties.1 These societies were more compact and populous, which could have facilitated the spread of res-

piratory diseases, such as TB.
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DISCUSSION

Life in the high-altitude Andes undoubtedly requiresmany complex adaptations, both cultural and genetic.

In the Andean highlands, Indigenous people display higher than average aerobic capacity, known as VO2

max, at high altitude, as well as many other physiological changes.10 Here, we aimed to shed light on the

genetic underpinnings of these physiological adaptations. Our analyses highlighted several alleles with a

high probability of positive selection that are located in genes generally thought to be involved in impor-

tant cardiovascular and hypoxia-related pathways; however, unlike studies from Tibet and Ethiopia, we did

not identify specific functionally characterized polymorphisms.11,12

One similarity with studies of Tibetan and Ethiopian populations was our identification of an SNP near EGLN3, a

member of the EGLN gene family, which is the essential regulator of the HIFs.32 This gene family, including the

EGLN1 gene, has been identified in Tibetan and Peruvian populations as key for aerobic function in hypoxic

conditions.10,11 However, this particular EGLN3 SNP from the present study has yet to be characterized in

the functional genomics literature, though EGLN3 was recently also identified as being under selection in high-

land populations in Peru, as was theGALNT13 gene.33 In addition, an SNP near the BRINP3 gene was identified

as a candidate for positive selection in the present study in the Loja analysis group. BRINP3 is thought to be

important for adaptation to hypoxic conditions via the cardiovascular system and has been identified for

high probability of recent positive selection in Bolivian Aymara and highland Peruvian populations.8,33 All other

genes with SNPs under high probability of selection related to hypoxia or cardiovascular function in our study

differed from those identified in other Andean and worldwide high-altitude population studies (Table S6).8–10

This suggests there are more complex modes of genetic adaptation to hypoxic conditions in the Andes that

are yet to be understood. Our demographic analyses indicate some divergence between Andean highland

populations, which could explain why we see mostly different hypoxia-related selection signals (Figure 1). In

other words, there may have been convergent evolution of the adaptation to hypoxic conditions, with different

genes involved in each separate population. Alternatively, it could be that a polymorphism detected in our se-

lection scans has just not yet been characterized in the functional genomics literature, or it could be that phys-

iological adaptations are epigenetic in nature.

A surprising outcome of this study was the identification of alleles putatively under strong positive selection

in genes that may be related to the anti-TB immune response that arose in the Ecuadorian populations

thousands of years before European contact. There is considerable debate regarding the presence of

TB in the pre-contact Americas. Although TB’s prevalence and geographic spread is not fully understood,

both genetic and bioarchaeological evidence has suggested its presence within humans in the ancient

Americas at least 1,400 BP.5–7 However, phylogenetic analyses of TB lineages in the present day show

that the L4 phylogenetic lineage left Europe during colonization and remains dominant in the Americas

today.7 These works collectively suggest a possible presence of a pre-contact zoonotic lineage before

the L4 European lineage brought by colonists. The SNPs putatively under selection identified in the present

study were not only involved in direct bacterial antigen recognition by innate immune macrophages, as

with ANXA1, CD44, and ADGRE1, but also included genes involved in the pro-inflammatory adaptive

Figure 3. Allele trajectories and selection strength

(A) Estimated allele trajectory over time (generations before present) for the allele associated with the PDE11A gene

putatively under selection in the northern Kichwa.

(B) Estimated allele trajectory for the allele associated with the SLC8A1 gene putatively under selection in the Loja

population. Both alleles are known binding sites for the CEBPB transcription factor, implicated in the early anti-TB

response via its role in the proliferation of monocyte macrophages.
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immune response, such as KCNA3 and FCRL4 (Figure 4).21,35–40 Future microbiological studies could

directly test the alleles identified here for functional consequences with respect to the TB immune

response. However, in concert with previously published genetic and bioarchaeological evidence, the

genomic evidence presented here represents a plausible scenario that TB may have been a selective pres-

sure in the agricultural societies of the Andes, pre-European contact.5–7

Recent work on human immune response variation among differing TB strains suggests that immunity is not

necessarily robust to strain diversity.46 Thus, in line with our findings, it is possible that Ecuadorian popu-

lations could have developed immunity to South American TB strains in the ancient past while still being

susceptible to the European L4 lineage at the time of European contact. However, further functional

studies on the identified alleles would be needed for definitive evidence. Furthermore, ancient Andean

populations at high-altitude did typically suffer lower proportions of population collapse compared with

coastal populations, perhaps due in part to the geographic barrier provided by the mountains.3,4 Today,

the Andes region has a higher proportion of TB L4 sublineage S (L4.4) as compared with other parts of

Ecuador, which could be a product of this geographic isolation, though more epidemiological work is

needed to understand disease outcomes of this particular sublineage in Ecuadorian populations and

how this may relate to population genetic studies such as this one.47

European colonizers carried many diseases to the Americas, including the TB L4 lineage, which were unques-

tionably devastating to Indigenous peoples.3,4 The findings presented here, in concert with other genetic and

bioarchaeological evidence, suggest that TB could have been present to some degree for several thousand

years in the Andes before Europeans arrived.5–7 However, the prevalence of TB before European contact is

poorly characterized through time, and the present study suggests that the details of human-pathogen coevo-

lution with respect to TB in the Americas is an area of tremendous potential for future research.

Limitations of the study

Though tremendous advancements have been made in recent years, the size and complexity of the human

genome often means that intronic and intergenic polymorphisms—such as those identified in the selection

scans from the present study—are not prioritized for functional genomic research. Thus, although future

microbiological work could directly test the alleles identified here for functional consequences, it is not

possible to know their direct effects on TB immunity or high-altitude adaptation at this time. The present

study joins a larger body of previously published genetic and bioarchaeological evidence that TBmay have

been present in the Andes pre-European contact5–7 and that humans have adapted uniquely to high-alti-

tude life in the Andes.8–12,33

STAR+METHODS

Detailed methods are provided in the online version of this paper and include the following:

d KEY RESOURCES TABLE

Figure 4. Visualization of major lines of evidence relating to alleles under a high probability of positive selection

associated with anti-TB immune response

Associated alleles are listed in Tables S3 and S4. Created with www.BioRender.com.
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d RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

B Lead contact

B Materials availability

B Data and code availability

d METHOD DETAILS

B Community engagement and sample collection

B DNA extraction

d QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

B Dataprocessing, alignments, phasing, and demographic analyses

B Selection scans

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental information can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.isci.2023.106034.
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STAR+METHODS

KEY RESOURCES TABLE

RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the lead contact John

Lindo, jlindo@emory.edu.

Materials availability

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Biological samples

DNA from FTA bloodspot cards This study Kichwa analysis group

DNA from Buccal swabs Brandini et al. (2018)48 Loja analysis group

Critical commercial assays

Chelex-100 extraction protocol Walsh et al. (1991)49 N/A

Phenol/chloroform extraction protocol Brandini et al. (2018)48 N/A

NEBNext� Ultra� II DNA Library Prep Kit for Illumina� New England Biolabs Cat# E7645L

Deposited data

The whole genomes generated in this study are available

on the NCBI Sequence Read Archive

NCBI SRA NCBI SRA PRJNA883976

Software and algorithms

bwa-mem 0.7.17 Li and Durbin, 200950 N/A

BCFtools Danecek et al., 202151 N/A

ANNOVAR Wang et al., 201052 N/A

VCFtools Danecek et al., 201153 N/A

Relatedness (VCFtools) Yang et al., 201054 N/A

Relatedness2 (VCFtools) Manichaikul et al., 201055 N/A

Beagle 5.2 Browning and Browning, 200756 N/A

EIGENSOFT Patterson et al., 200657

Price et al., 200658
N/A

Plink v1.9 Chang et al., 201559 N/A

PCAviz R package v0.3-37 Novembre et al., 201314 N/A

ADMIXTURE Alexander et al., 200960 N/A

Pong Behr et al., 201561 N/A

TreeMix Pickerell and Pritchard, 201213 N/A

Ohana Cheng et al., 201720 N/A

REHH Gautier et al., 201725 N/A

saltiLASSI DeGiorgio and Szpiech, 202244 N/A

Clues Stern et al., 201945 N/A

Relate Speidel et al., 201916 N/A

RFmix Maples et al., 201362 N/A

SCOPE Chiu et al., 202215 N/A
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Data and code availability

d The whole genomes generated in this study are available on NCBI Sequence Read Archive and are pub-

licly available as of the date of publication. Accession numbers are listed in the key resources table.

d This paper does not report original code.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported in this paper is available from the

lead contact John Lindo (jlindo@emory.edu) upon request.

METHOD DETAILS

Community engagement and sample collection

Samples were allocated to the Kichwa and Loja analysis groups based on their geographic location. As this

is not an experimental biomedical research study, we do not report the collection of health or immune sta-

tus, or the use of cell lines.

Kichwa individuals

Donor blood samples were collected in partnership with Indigenous communities in the northern Ecuador-

ian provinces of Cotopaxi, Tungurahua, and Imbabura. Adult donor samples and geographic locations

were collected in accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki and its subse-

quent amendments. All samples were provided voluntarily and were securely archived and de-identified

immediately, and informed consent was offered in Spanish. All sample donors signed the Informed

ConsentForm (Figure S7). Donor samples for this project were approved by the Translational Medicine

Unit of the Faculty of Medical Sciences at the Central University of Ecuador.

Loja individuals

Donor buccal swab samples were collected with Indigenous communities in the southern Ecuadorian prov-

ince of Loja, as previously published and described by Brandini and colleagues.48 Adult donor samples and

geographic locations were collected in accordance with the ethical standards of the 1964 Declaration of

Helsinki and its subsequent amendments. All samples were provided voluntarily and were securely

archived and de-identified immediately, and informed consent was offered in both Spanish and English.

Donor samples were approved by the Ethic Committee for Clinical Experimentation of the University of

Pavia.

Returning results to communities

To return results to the Indigenous communities who have contributed to the present study, a series of

workshops will be held in several Kichwa-speaking communities located in the Cañar cantón, including

Sid-Sid, Amanta Bayopungo, and Quilloac. In addition to describing the purpose and methodologies em-

ployed in the present study, the workshops will also be devoted to contextualizing how this population ge-

netic research can be understood within their Andean cultural spaces by collaboratively developing a kind

of Community Active Memory (see Figure S2 for detailed letter describing the methodology of the

workshops).

DNA extraction

DNA from samples obtained from Kichwa individuals was extracted from FTA card blood spots using DNA

samples were extracted using a modified Chelex-100 protocol from where samples were rehydrated in

125uL of Chelex-100 and incubated at 56�C overnight.49 DNA from samples obtained from Loja individuals

was extracted from buccal swabs following standard phenol/chloroform protocol by Brandini and

colleagues.48

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Dataprocessing, alignments, phasing, and demographic analyses

Data processing and alignments

Libraries were prepared with the NEB Ultra II Illumina library kit and corresponding unique dual indexes

(New England Biolabs). The libraries underwent whole genome sequencing at a mean of 25x on an Illumina

Novaseq 6000 (Dante Labs) (Table S1). The sequencing reads were aligned to the hg19 human reference

genome using bwa-mem 0.7.17.50 Variants were called with BCFtools, where a minimum of 10 reads
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were required to call a variant, along with base and nucleotide quality set to a minimum of 30.51 The com-

bined VCF with the 15 individuals was then annotated using ANNOVAR.52 The individuals were also as-

sessed for relatedness utilizing both the relatedness and relatedness2 programs through the VCFtools

software, and both programs confirmed there were no close familial relationships between individuals.53–55

Haplotype phasing

For use with haplotype-based selection scans, the genomes were phased without imputation (–impute=-

FALSE) using the Beagle 5.2 program.56 VCFtools was used to prepare the VCF by filtering sites out of

Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium with a p-value below 10-4 and removing indels.53 Default Beagle 5.2 param-

eters were used, and the SGDP phased dataset was employed as the reference.28

Principal components analysis

Eigenvectors were computed for individuals in Kichwa and Loja Ecuadorian groups from this study with out-

group samples from Europe, East Asia, and the Americas obtained from the SGDP dataset using the

Smartpca function of the EIGENSOFT program after pruning whole genome dataset for SNPs in linkage

disequilibrium and removing missing data using Plink v1.9.28,57–59 The first two principal components

were visualized using the PCAviz R package v0.3-37.14

Ancestry clustering for maximum likelihood trees

We performed model-based clustering analysis using the likelihood-free approach implemented in

SCOPE, which utilizes latent subspace estimation and alternating least squares to estimate admixture pro-

portions from individual allele frequencies.15 To determine the number of underlying ancestral clusters, we

assumed K = 2 to K = 15 ancestral clusters using the Adegenet R package v2.1.7.63 For each K, 10,000 it-

erations were performed (find.clusters(), max.n.clust = 15, n.iter = 1e4, stat = c(‘‘BIC’’)). K = 6 had the

lowest Bayesian information criterion (BIC) value, whereby the smallest BIC value indicated that the model

with K = 6 ancestral clusters was the best fit for the data. We then ran the SCOPE program using K = 6 ances-

tral clusters (–k 6) and otherwise default parameters, and visualized with PONG (Figures S8 and S9).15,61

Maximum likelihood trees

TreeMix was applied to the dataset to generate maximum likelihood trees and admixture graphs from

allele frequency data.13 The Mbuti from the SGDP dataset was used to root the tree (–root Mbuti).28 We

accounted for linkage disequilibrium by grouping M adjacent sites (with the –k option), and we chose M

such that a dataset with L sites will have approximately L/M z 20,000 independent sites. At the end of

the analysis (i.e., number of migrations) we performed a global rearrangement (with the –global option).

We considered admixture scenarios with m = 0 and m = 1 migration events. Each migration scenario

was run with 100 replicates, and the replicate with the highest likelihood was chosen to represent the

maximum likelihood tree or graph for the given migration scenario (Figure S8).

Estimation of changes in effective population size

The Relate program was also used to model changes in the effective population size of both populations using

the phased dataset for both the Kichwa and Loja populations.16 We utilized a mutation rate of 1.25310-8, seed

set to 1, a generation time of 28 years, 100 iterations, and 0.5 fraction of trees to be dropped. Autosomal chro-

mosomes 1-22 were used to estimate the population sizes.

Selection scans

The Ohana program uses a likelihood ratio test to detect alleles in each population that deviated strongly

from a genome-wide covariance structure.20 The Ohana program does not require the assignment of pop-

ulation labels to each individual’s genome, nor does it utilize phased genomes for haplotype information.

Instead, it relies on the genomic data to predict the ancestral population assignments of each genome

based on allele frequencies and utilizes the results of cluster analysis to determine the number of these un-

derlying ancestral populations. We conducted two Ohana selection scans, one for each population, and

chose the outgroup for the scans to be comprised of East Asian and European individuals from the

SGDP dataset (see East_Asia and Europe individuals in Table S10 for list of SGDP individuals used28). To

estimate K, the number of underlying ancestral populations in the tree, we chose the K which exhibited

the lowest cross-validation index from the ADMIXTURE program60 after testing K=2 through K=15. We uti-

lized K=3, which is also in accordance with the number of major population groups used as input for the
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Ohana program—Kichwa or Loja plus the Europe and East Asia outgroup individuals from the SGDP data-

set. VCFtools was used to prepare the VCF by filtering sites out of Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium with a

p-value below 10-4 and removing indels and missing data.53 This dataset is comprised of high-coverage

whole genomes, so we utilized the genotypes directly instead of genotype likelihoods. To estimate the cor-

relation structure of each individual to a population tree, we downsampled the dataset at random to 5% of

the original variants and then inferred component covariances using Ohana’s qpas function to produce

admixture-corrected allele frequencies. We then utilized Ohana’s selscan function to detect the variants

that deviated most strongly from the genome-wide covariance structure, which produces likelihood ratios

for each locus in the dataset. A high likelihood ratio indicates a strong deviation from the genome-wide

covariance structure, and therefore a strong selection signal. Because these were population-specific

scans, not just a global estimate of covariance, the program requires a scalar addition of 10 (h=10) to

one position of the covariance matrix corresponding to the focal population being scanned for selection.

We also tested for evidence of selection in our phased dataset using the REHH program, which relies on

EHH to calculate the iHS within-population statistic (for each population group).25–27,29 The iHS scan com-

pares the integrated EHH profiles between alleles at focal SNPs within the same population. The default

parameters were used, with the following modifications: using a frequency bin of 1 (freqbin = 1) to use

the entire dataset as a single bin to perform standardization, applying the false discovery rate correction

to resulting p-values (p.adjust.method = ‘‘FDR’’), and not polarizing the data (polarized = F) in order to

use major and minor alleles (reference genome hg19), instead of the default ancestral and derived.

P-values are presented on a negative log10 scale.

We further explored signatures of positive selection using the composite likelihood ratio test for the salt-

iLASSI method implemented in the lassip software.44 This test has high power to detect both hard and soft

sweeps from positive selection of recent to moderate age by using the distribution of haplotype frequency

spectra across the genome in a single population using phased whole genome data. For input to this soft-

ware, we considered only biallelic polymorphic sites with no missing genotypes for any individuals. Using a

window of 21 SNPs (–winsize) and a step size of 7 SNPs (–winstep), we computed the haplotype frequency

spectrum, truncated at K=10 (–k) distinct haplotypes to obtain the haplotype frequency spectra at each win-

dow and an estimate of the genome-wide haplotype frequency spectrum through a mean across all such

windows (–avg-spec). Using this mean spectrum as the null haplotype frequency spectrum (–null-spec), we

then performed a genome-wide scan for positive selection in both Ecuador populations with the saltiLASSI

(–salti) statistic within the lassip software. At each test location (center of each window), saltiLASSI com-

putes a log composite likelihood ratio test statistic (L), for which values close to zero lend little support

for positive selection and extreme positive values lend increased support.

CLUES is an approximate likelihoodmethod that detects allele trajectory, timing of selection, and selection

strength of a particular SNP of interest.45 We ran the CLUES program for our 9 anti-TB response-related

SNPs from the various scans above using a generation length of 28 years. We first estimated the

genome-wide genealogies and coalescent rate using the Relate program on the phased dataset, with a

mutation rate of 1.25310-8.16 We then sampled the branch lengths with Relate, sampling each branch

1000 times (–num_Samples), and using the output for the selection inferences performed by CLUES

(Table S4).

The individuals included in this study have very high (>98%) proportions of Indigenous ancestry, so we

would not expect SNPs under high probability of selection to come from European haplotypes. Neverthe-

less, we still confirmed this for all sites of interest described in the results section using the RFmix local

ancestry inference program, which produces global diploid ancestry estimates for each SNP based on hap-

lotypes in a reference panel (see Table S10 for list of Europe reference panel individuals used).62 Using a

region of the genome 1 million base pairs on either side of the SNP of interest (–analyze-range=), we uti-

lized the default program parameters, apart from specifying a higher number of generations to 12 (–G 12).
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